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A Hamas spokesman in an interview
granted to an Iranian TV channel: Abu
Mazen does not have full authority to
engage in negotiations with Israel and
Hamas will oppose any agreement
reached in such negotiations
1. Ayman Muhammad Saleh Taha, a Hamas spokesman in the Gaza
Strip, noted in an interview granted to an Iranian TV station that Abu
Mazen does not have full authority to engage in negotiations with Israel
and that Hamas rejects any agreement reached in such negotiations.
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2. On April 17, Al-Alam, an Iranian TV channel in Arabic, broadcasted a
talk show called Al-Mihwar (“the axis”). The show featured an interview
with Ayman Muhammad Saleh Taha, a former Hamas operative
who was held prisoner in Israel and is now one of the Hamas spokesmen
and a member of the inter-organizational committee for preventing
conflicts between Hamas and Fatah. In the interview, Ayman Taha was
asked about Hamas’s position on the contacts held by Abu Mazen with
Israel. The highlights of his reply follow:
a. The stance of the Hamas movement has not changed and will not
change regarding the “Zionist entity” and the meetings held by Abu
Mazen with Israeli PM Ehud Olmert: “The movement is being very
clear when it says that these meetings are pointless and do
nothing to further the Palestinian cause.”
b. “The government platform is not the platform of Hamas,
the Islamic resistance movement. The fundamental principles of
the unity government are the lowest common denominator
agreed upon by the Palestinian factions. We are saying loud and
clear that the Hamas movement still considers itself the spearhead in
the conflict with the oppressive enemy [Israel]. It will not relinquish
its platform of resistance [i.e., violence and terrorism]…”
c.“In the strongest of terms, we oppose such negotiations and
everything that will come out of it. We, the Hamas movement, will
not agree to it, and I think these are clear, explicit statements already
made by Dr. Mahmoud al-Zahar and by the head of the
Hamas faction in the [Legislative] Council, Dr. Khalil alHayya. While they expressed their confidence in the government,
they stressed that they had reservations about giving the
president full authority in the negotiations…”
d.When asked what Hamas would do when Abu Mazen would reach an
agreement with Israel and whether the Hamas movement would
oppose the government that it heads, Taha replied: “Definitely. That
is, we are saying that we will not accept any negotiations with
the occupier on the fundamental rights of the Palestinian
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people and their legitimate rights. We will not bargain about
those rights and will refuse to do so, whether in the government or in
the Legislative Council…”

